
When sorry is the hardest game 
to play



An intuition test



These may  notbe  the apologies you are 
looking for

“Sorry, guys, I made the mistake 
this round,” it says. “I know it may 
be hard to believe, but robots make 
mistakes too.”



• This talk is about apologies by and from AIs
• - AIpologies so to speak
• I apologize for this terrible pun
• …it won’t be the only one though
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Human apologies and Trust











UK-Austrian exchanges



• Ein philosophisches Problem hat die Form:
• “Ich kenne mich nicht aus”



• 420. Aber kann ich mir nicht denken, die Menschen um mich
her seien Automaten, haben kein Bewußtsein, wenn auch
ihre Handlungsweise die gleiche ist wie immer? – Wenn ich 
mir’s jetzt – allein in meinem Zimmer – vorstelle, sehe ich 
die Leute mit starrem Blick (etwa wie in Trance) ihren
Verrichtungen nachgehen – die Idee ist vielleicht ein wenig
unheimlich. Aber nun versuch einmal im gewöhnlichen
Verkehr, z.B. auf der Straße, an dieser Idee festzuhalten! 
Sag dir etwa: »Die Kinder dort sind bloße Automaten; alle 
ihre Lebendigkeit ist bloß automatisch.« Und diese Worte
werden dir entweder gänzlich nichtssagend werden; oder du 
wirst in dir etwa eine Art unheimliches Gefühl, oder
dergleichen, erzeugen.
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The uncanny Otter Valley
(sorry, again…) 



Objection I: The curious case of the 
missing emotional state

• Philosophy of language: apology as 
expressives

• Criminal law: apology and criminal sanction





•  “For all offence types except robbery and 
sexual offences, genuine remorse on the 
part of the offender was the most common 
mitigating factor”



Apology and displays of pain

• “[the trial justice apparently detected no 
salt in the offender's tears; nor do we”

• State v. Thornton, 800 A.2d 1016, 1045 (R.I. 2002)

• Bennet, Cristopher, The Apology ritual. A 
philosophical theory of punishment, (2008), 



Show me those salty robot-tears



Show me those salty robot-tears



The ineffability of judgement





The limits of robo-justice

“You cannot be just without being 
human”
 Luc de Clapiers, marquis de 

Vauvenargues





Apology as punishment – an 
etymological play

• “Es tut mir leid” 
•  ich leide
• “I am sorry” 
•  “I am full of sorrow 
•  “am feel sore inside”.



Apologies, I promised some theology too 
and almost forgot



Danaher’s ethical behaviourism



Danaher’s ethical behaviourism

• (1) If a robot is roughly performatively equivalent 
to another entity whom, it is widely agreed, has 
significant moral status, then it is right and proper 
to afford the robot that same status.

• (2) Robots can be roughly performatively 
equivalent to other entities whom, it is widely 
agreed, have significant moral status.

• (3) Therefore, it can be right and proper to afford 
robots significant moral status



Wittgenstein on inner states of machines

• “Psychological language games ‘are as much a part of our 
natural history as walking, eating, drinking, playing’

• Philosophical investigaitons para 25) 

• Human language is ”full of soul”, whereas ‘the opposite of 
being full of soul is being mechanical’

• Remarks on the Philosophy of Psychology

• ‘A machine thinks (perceives, wishes)’ seems somehow 
nonsensical. It is as though we had asked ‘Has the number 3 a 
colour?

• Black and Blue book at 47



Philosophie der Psychologie. Band I, 
§630.

• Statt des Unzerlegbaren, Spezifischen, 
Undefinierbaren: die Tatsache, dass wir so 
und so handeln, z. B. gewisse Handlungen 
strafen, den Tatbestand so und so 
feststellen, Befehle geben, Berichte 
erstatten, Farben beschreiben, uns für die 
Gefühle der Anderen interessieren. Das 
Hinzunehmende, Gegebene – könnte man 
sagen – seien Tatsachen des Lebens / seien 
Lebensformen



• 'Hurly-burly' and 'bustle’ of life as 
interpretative contexts
•  Remarks on the Philosophy of Psychology 625



But do we have to think of apologies this 
way?

• an apology is a performative converts the remorse of the offender from  "a 
private condition into public communion”. The promise of change is so 
inextricable intertwined with the expression of remorse that it does not even 
need saying, it is always implied



Apologies and business 



Apologies and nations



Crisis management



Aus gegebenem Anlass



Ethics of business apologies – the case 
for casuism

• Hearit “Apologetic ethic”



From obligation to safe haven



Apologies as litigation protected 
statements if: 

• States that the result is wrong
• "any statement made by or on behalf of a person 

which indicates that the person is sorry about, or 
regrets, an act, omission or outcome and includes 
any part of the statement which contains an 
undertaking to look at the circumstances giving 
rise to the act, omission or outcome with a view to 
preventing a recurrence".

• (gives a reason why)



• an acknowledgment that there has been a 
bad outcome;

• an expression of regret, sorrow or 
sympathy for that bad outcome; and

• a recognition of direct or indirect 
responsibility for that bad outcome



• Gives a reason why it won’t happen again
• Gives an indication of a remedy



Do apologies have to be freely given?



Do apologies have to be freely given?





Wittgenstein

“The freedom of the will consists in the fact 
that future actions cannot be known now. We 
could only know them if causality were an 
inner necessity, like that of logical 
deduction.—The connection of knowledge and 
what is known is that of logical necessity” 
(TLP 1955: 5.136



Maybe criminal law is not the best lens



Never deny, never explain, 
never apologize

John Arbuthnot Fisher 





• Recital 71 GDPR
• In any case, such processing should be 

subject to suitable safeguards, which 
should include specific information to the 
data subject and the right to obtain human 
intervention, to express his or her point of 
view, to obtain an explanation of the 
decision reached after such assessment 
and to challenge the decision.
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Art 15 (h) GDPR

• the existence of automated decision-
making, including profiling, referred to in 
Article 22(1) and (4) and, at least in those 
cases, meaningful information about the 
logic involved, as well as the significance 
and the envisaged consequences of such 
processing for the data subject.



EU HLEG AI

• “Explicability is crucial for building and maintaining users’ trust 
in AI systems. This means that processes need to be transparent, 
the capabilities and purpose of AI systems openly 
communicated, and decisions – to the extent possible –
explainable to those directly and indirectly affected. Without 
such information, a decision cannot be duly contested.



EU AI ACT



TITLE 3 CH 2: System Requirements

• Art 13 - their operation is sufficiently 
transparent to enable users to interpret the 
system’s output and use it 
appropriately .” 



Recital 39

• Furthermore, the exercise of important 
procedural fundamental rights, such as the 
right to an effective remedy and to a fair 
trial as well as the right of defence and the 
presumption of innocence, could be 
hampered, in particular, where such AI 
systems are not sufficiently transparent, 
explainable and documented.





• “In the existing literature, "explanation" typically refers to an
attempt to convey the internal state or logic of an algorithm that
leads to a decision. In contrast, counterfactuals describe a
dependency on the external facts that led to that decision. This
is a crucial distinction. In modem machine learning, the internal
state of the algorithm can consist of millions of variables
intricately connected in a large web of dependent behaviours”



• “Giving a reason sometimes means “I actually went this way”, sometimes “I could
have gone this way”, i.e. sometimes what we say acts as a justification, not as a
report of what was done, e.g. I remember the answer to a question; when asked why
I give this answer, I gave a process leading to it, though I didn’t go through this
process.”
• Wittgenstein, Lectures and Conversations on Aesthetics, Psychology, and Religious Belief (1966) at 22

• “The question “For what reasons do you believe this?” might mean: “From what
reasons are you now deriving it (have you just derived it)?” But it might also mean:
“With hindsight, what reasons can you give me for this supposition?”
• Wittgenstein Philosophical Investigations (2009) 479



Explanation, hypotheticals  and 
feedback

• IF you had done X (could do X in future) 
you get what you want

• IF you had £5.000 more, you’d have gotten 
the mortgage



The AI is always right, right?

• Assumes as default that the decision was 
correct, AND that the addressee is in a 
position to bring about change

• Can at best give indirectly clues that a 
decision was badly wrong:



Science optimism as regulatory principle

• The rise of expert certification



2 mistakes

• AI: “If you earned more than £30000 annually, you would get the credit
card”

• Customer: “But I do earn more than £30000 already, and said that much on
section 8 of the form”

• More difficult is our example above, the use of an illegitimate criterion as
opposed to a false fact:

•
• AI: “If you had been male, you would have been given a credit card”
• Customer: ”Hang on, that can’t be right…”



• “The truly apocalyptic view of the world is that things 
do not repeat themselves. It isn't absurd, e.g., to believe 
that the age of science and technology is the beginning 
of the end for humanity; that the idea of great progress 
is a delusion, along with the idea that the truth will 
ultimately be known; that there is nothing good or 
desirable about scientific knowledge and that mankind, 
in seeking it, is falling into a trap. It is by no means 
obvious that this is not how things are



Apology as/instead of explanation

Inverts Wachter et all:
• “If YOU had done X, you would avoid Y” 
to:
• “WE/I/AI should have done X to avoid Y”
AND
• We are sorry?
• It won’t happen again?
• Have a drink on us?
• ….



Wittgenstein I

• TLP 6.421:

It is clear that ethics cannot be expressed. 
Ethics is transcendental. 
(Ethics and aesthetics are one.) 



Smile….





I]f one were trying to imagine a facial expression not 
susceptible of gradual and subtle alterations; but 
which had, say, just five positions;
when it changed it would snap straight from one to 
another. Would this fixed smile really be a smile? 
And why not? – I might not be able to react as I do 
to a smile. Maybe it would not make me smile 
myself.
(RPP II, §614



• What do you see?
• ‘A face’ (PI II, p. 204). 
• best description I can give of what was shewn me 

for a moment’ (PI II, p. 204 
• drawing ‘will be able straight away to reply to such 

questions as is it […]  “Smiling or sad?”, etc.’ 
(BBB, p. 163). 



• ‘In some respects I stand towards [the 
picture-face] asI do towards a human face. 
I can study its expression, can react to it as
to the expression of the human face. A 
child can talk to picture-men or
picture-animals, can treat them as it treats 
dolls’ (PI II, p. 194). 



mind-blind smiling-machine
(Diane Proudfoot)



• What are the rules on refusing a (robot) 
apology?

• What a the ethical duties towards one who 
has apologized?



Relational theory of robot rights





Wrapping up

• AIpologies can play a role in AI governance 
and also in generating trustworthy AI

• But only if
• We can distinguish proper and improper 

Aipologies on a conceptual level, and that 
distinction maps on what is technically 
feasible



• A Wittgensteinian perspective may help us 
to distinguish proper and improper 
Aipologies without resorting to mentalism

• A Wittgensteinian perspective may also 
help us to ground the respective duties and 
obligations between apologizer and 
apologisee without robot-right essentialism



The management apologizes for this talk


